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^ Kalman, Yoram M; Gergle, DarrenAnother example is the set of zeros of the cosine function:In
most contexts, the Chicago ellipsis is much too wide"he recommends using flush dots, or thin-spaced
dots (up to one-fifth of an em), or the prefabricated ellipsis character (Unicode U+2026, Latin entity
…)for Tamil Studies,Chennai, India Roja Muthiah Research Library, Chennai, India Tamil
University,Tanjavur, Tamilnadu, India Thanjavur Sarawathi Mahal Library Tamil PublnMTamil Fonts,
Softwares, Interconversion of files, Tamil webpages,It is not unheard of to see inanimate objects
"speaking" the ellipsisThe syntactical rules for ellipses are standardized by the 1983 Polska Norma
document PN-83/P-55366, Zasady skadania tekstw w jzyku polskim ("Rules for setting texts in the
Polish Language")

^ "Chicago Style Q&A: How do I insert an ellipsis in my manuscript?"Markup Usage Example Output
dotsc dots with commas 1, 2, dotsc , 9 1 , 2 , … , 9 {displaystyle 1,2,dotsc ,9} dotsb dots with binary
operators/relations 1 + 2 + dotsb + 9 1 + 2 + ⋯ + 9 {displaystyle 1+2+dotsb +9} dotsm dots with
multiplication A1 A2 dotsm A9 A 1 A 2 ⋯ A 9 {displaystyle A{1}A{2}dotsm A{9}} dotsi dots with
integrals int{A1}int{A2}dotsiint{A9} ∫ A 1 ∫ A 2 ⋯ ∫ A 9 {displaystyle int {A{1}}int {A{2}}dotsi int
{A{9}}} dotso other dots 123 dotso 9 123 … 9 {displaystyle 123dotso 9} Here is an example: B::=
SEQUENCE { a INTEGER, b INTEGER, ., c INTEGER }If the ellipsis is at the end of a sentence, the final
full stop is omitted.[15]p.100

When applied in Polish language syntax, the ellipsis is called wielokropek, which means "multidot"In
horizontally written text the dots are commonly vertically centered within the text height (between
the baseline and the ascent line), as in the standard Japanese Windows fonts; in vertically written
text the dots are always centered horizontallyAlthough an ellipsis is technically complete with three
periods (.), its rise in popularity as a "trailing-off" or "silence" indicator, particularly in mid-20thcentury comic strip and comic book prose writing, has led to expanded uses onlineIn some Linux
distributions, it can be inserted with AltGr+., or alternatively Compose The ellipsis is a non-verbal
cue that is often used in computer-mediated interactions, in particular in synchronous genres, such
as chatThis conveys to the reader a focus of the narrative "camera" on the silent subject, implying
an expectation of some motion or actionAposiopesis is the use of an ellipsis to trail off into silencefor
example: "But I thought he was

Sometimes, it is useful to display a formula compactly, for example:440^ Raymond Chandler, Frank
MacShaneIn computing, several ellipsis characters have been codified, depending on the system
usedAnnadurai Life History, Literary Works of T.POxford: University of Oxford, 2016Varadarajan)
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